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SMILIN' THROUGH

Slowly and simply

There's a little brown road windin' o'er the hill
To a little white cot by the sea;
There's a little green gate
At whose trellis I

SUNRISE AND YOU

Moderately

Far in the East there's a soft crimson glow
The new day blushes at its dawning:
Soft sing the birds in a ceaseless flow
Their welcome to the new-born morning.
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VOICE

You're just as sweet as an angel,
I'm happy when
Dear, since you gave me your answer,
My happiness

—you are near,
I couldn't do without you,
is complete,
It seems in all my dreaming,
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Really dear, I am sincere.
I repeat, memories so sweet.

REFRAIN
Angel child, I'm just wild about you, Angel child,

Say that you love me too, In your arms forever, I'd stay,
You drive away, shadows of gray, When you
smile, I'm in heaven it's true. Cuddle

closer do, Angel child, I'm just

putting it mild, When I say that I'm wild about

1. you. Angel you.
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